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• Welcome  Prof. Sanford Sorkin
• CIS Chair Welcome Remarks  Dr. Jie Wu
• ACM Faculty Advisor Remarks  Prof. Claudia Pine-Simon
• Alumni Representative  Dr. George Dimitoglou, Temple University, Class of 1995

• CIS Department Awards Presentation
  Presented by Dr. Jie Wu and Dr. Arthur Poe
  • Award for Outstanding Achievement  Velma Chen and Stephen Samuel
  • Award for Outstanding Graduate Teaching Assistant  Vladan Radosavljevic
  • Student Leadership Award  Timothy Henry and Stephen Samuel
  • Junior Scholarship Award  William J. Hall, III and Timothy Birbeck

• ACM Awards Presentation
  Presented by Timothy Henry and Prof. Claudia Pine-Simon
  • Outstanding Teacher  Prof. Sanford Sorkin
  • Outstanding ACM Student Service  Brian Stempin

• SIM Scholarship Presentation
  Presented by Dr. John Nosek and Joseph Tait
  • Andrew Portoles, Jordan Rodriguez and Christian Willman

• Closing Remarks  Dr. Jie Wu